
emph.nsis is &ec&zd tawards the close refa&nship between tht: adiabatic and the dtibatic rcpxssentstions We show how 
one may Zransfarm fiam the adiabatic scheme to the diabetic one without Iosin~ physical information and with minimal 
nmoint of numericat efforts. The case of two surfaces (or two electronic states) is treated in plrticulv detail. The main 
outcome of this study is that, fthou@~ the eiectronk information regarding the atom-molecule inieraction is given in the 

‘_ oiikbrrtir; scheme, QRJ should transform to the diabatic scheme when treating the nuclear interactions. 

The exacJ quanturi mechanicrtl treatment of. 
~~o~-mo~~cu~e attractions has been studied for the 
part decade. In all the treatrt&ts repottecl, it has been 

assumed that the interactions take pIace on a single 
adiabatic potentiaf surface. It was only recently that 
attempts were made to iucorporare inelastic efectronic 
transitions into the numerical cakulafians [i I 21. One 
of the’reasons that these .trea:rneats were so long de- 
ktyed is probably due to t%e confusion about adiabatic 
and diabatic representations. The two representations 
seein to contradict each other despite the fact that 
they are expected to describe the same process. in the 
adiabatic repiesentation One ignores the BOM- 

~~~e~eimer fBO) a~pro~tio~l because unless one 
&XS sti non-adiabatic tra&itiozx~ are impossible 131. 

On the other hand, tn thr: diabatic r~pr~s~~tatio~ tlte 
Jreatment of the coupling is independent of the BO 
approxiiation because itlelastic transitions are possible 
&W td ciirect electronic cotl@ng [4,5]. At this point. 

: 

. 
.: : _’ 

;,__ .’ ‘-. 

WC would like to refer the reader to the excellent pa* 
per by Smith [3], the iatroduction of which gives a 
comprehensive and detailed discussion on this subject. 

This paper aims at doing for atom-rnofecuie inter- 
aftions what Smith has done for atom-rrtom interac- 

tions, namely, to show that adiabatic and diabatic re- 
presentations do not conflict with each other and that 
one may transform from one to the other without dif- 
ficulty. However, the fact that more than one nuclear 
distzinrtce is Involved in the probfem complicates the 

procedure due to the ctose coupfing exprrnsion in 
terms of one of the nuclear coordinates normally em- 
ployed in such situations. One important outcome of 
the forthcoming treatment is to show whether it is 
preferable to perform the clcsa coupling expansior! in 
the adiabatic r~~rese~~~tion or the diabatic one. Thir 
problem is rather crucial because if the close-coup!ing 

is done in the wrong representation (which may never- 
theless seem to be the more natural one>, then ur,- 
necessary complications will arise. 

Our treatment rrlt be anaiqgous k that of Smith 
except fo! the fact that we shall ignore the angular de- 
pendent terms in the hamiltonian. Thus, we assuk~~,that 
the three nuclei involved in the interaction move in a 
fixed ang&ar indspendent configuratirxz. Hence, if.& 

is the relative kinetic coordinate and r’.the vibrational. 
1 
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coordinate, then the angle between R’ and r’ is assumed 

to be fixed throughout the interaction. In case of an 
exchans interaction, this angle has to be zero. 

lf T’,, is the nuclear kinetic energy of the system, 
then 

T 
752 a2 ii2 a2 

lW=------ 2.M a@2 2172 ar'2 ’ 

where nz is the reduced mass of the diatomic molecule 
and M is the reduced mass of the atom and the diatom- 
ic molecule. Scaling the coordinates 

r = h-lr’ , R=M’, 

where h = (~%~/rn)~i~ we get 

(1) 

where M = (&I)l12. This form of T’,, will be used in 
what follows. 

In the next section we shall show how one trans- 
forms from one scheme to another. The case of two 
surfaces will be analyzed in some detail in section 3 
and in section 4 some numerical aspects will be dis- 

cussed. 

2. The adiabatic and the diabatic representations 

The following notations will be used throughout 
this discussion: 

(i) C will stand for the vectorial operator: 

v= (alar, a{aR), !2) 

where I’ and R are the mass-scaled vibrational and 

transiational coordinates, respectively. 

(ii) The scalar product A-B will be defined as 

A-d=A& +_4,8,, 

where A,@,) and A, (BR) stand for the vibrational 
and translational components. 

(iii) Th e e an bra notation <givj> will be used with k t d 

respect to electronic coordinates e only. 
We shall start by introducing the adiabatic represen- 

tation: Tne total wavefunction *(e, r, R) can be 

written as 

P~e,r.R)=~*(e,r.R)~(r,R), 
i j 

(3) 

where q(~-, R) are the nuclear wavefunctions and 

Sj(e,r, R) are the electronic eigenfunctions . * If 
I&(e, r,f?) is the electronic pait of the total hamilton- 
ian, then $(e,f, R) are assumed to be solutions of the 
equation 

[&(e,r,R)- ~(~.R)l ,,te,r.R)=O, (4) 

where Vj(r, R) are the respective eigenvalues for a 

given set of nuclear coordinates (r, R). Ike total 
hamiltonian H will consequently be written as 

H= T,, +A=&, . (5) 

Assuming now that the <j(e,r, R) are given, then 
x,@, R) have to fulfill the conditions 

(~jW-EI\kl=O, , -..A”, j=l (6) 

where E is the total ener_v. Performing the algebra we 
get from eq. (6) the following set of coupled equations 

{-(ti2/3g) V2 + F$(r, R) - E}xi(r, R) 

where 

In matrix notation eq. (7) reads as 

tog f tJ%t 2T(]):vk + Tt2)X = 0, (9) 

where I is the unity matrix, U is defined as 

u = -(2#)(v-El) (10) 

and T(‘)(r, R) is an antisymmetric matrix. Eq. (9) is 

the adiabatic representation of the process. The ma- 

trix V(r, R) [and hence W(r, R)] is diagonal and since 
the various eigenfunctions are all of the same sym- 

metry, the respective potenti+! surfaces I/i(r,R) cross 

each other at most at one pcint [6]. 
The diabatic representation is obtained via a differ- 

ent electronic basis set Qi(e,ro,Ro); j = 1, .-. N, where 

(ro,Ro) is some given Fixed point. The transformation 
from the old basis set to the new one is done with a 
matrix A(r, R); 

<=A$. (11) 

+ The electronic wavehnctions ze all assumed to be red. 
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Together with different electronic basis set we 
-shall introduce a different set cf nuclear wavefunctions, 

;’ qj(T, R);j = 1~ e-a N, SIX% that the tota wavefunction 
Q(e, r, R) given in eq. (3) will take the form 

We,r,R)=C @jte,ro,-Ro)~j<CR)- 
i 

(3’) 

Since bath \Ir(e,r, R) [defined in (3) and (3’)‘j have to 
be identical this leads to the relation between X and 

rl: 

X=Aq. 021 

From eq. (12) we get 

OX-VAq + AVq, (13) 

V% = VzAq + 2VA .Vq f AV2q, (141 

noting that eq. (13) is a vector equation. Substitution 
ofeqs. (13) and (14) in cq. (9) yields 

AV2q i- 2(VA + T%A)-Vi 

+(lJA+ ti2)A ++A +!2T(ibA)q=O. 115) 

We have not yet specified any requirements with re- 
spect to thematrix A [nor with respect to the basis 
set+(e,rU, RU)] I Let us choose A such that the coef- 
ficient of 0~ in eq. (15) is identically zero: 

VA+ TIllA = 0. 06) 

In appendix I arz discussed the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for eq. (16) to have a solution and in ap- 

pen&x II it is shown that this choice of A leads to an 
orthogonal matrix. 

It is found that a necessary condition for having a 
solution is 

(17) 

ar?d it’is proved that this con~tion is fuRlled. Eq. (17) 
states that the two matrices Tg) and T,?) are inter-re- 
lated. Tlris result is most important for any model cal- 

culations in which the two matricesare not derived 
from first principles but rather assu_rned to take a cer- 
tain form. 

Eqs. (16) can be replaced by an integral equation, 
One way ofwritkg it is 

where A(ru, Ro) =I : 
Returning to eq. (16) we see that 

@A i- ‘PTfl,A f T(l)- VA= 0. (1% 

Substituting eqs. (16) and (19) in eq. (1.5) now leads 
to 

l-V2q+ A*(U+ K)Aq=O, 

where 

(7-O) 

K = T(2) __ V. Ti&- +I>. $1) . (21) 

However, it can be easily shown that K vanishes iden- 
tically and hence eq. (20) becomes 

IVJzq +wn= 0 ) (22) 

where 

IPd=A*UA. (23) 

EQ. (22) coupled with eq. (23) is the diabatic represen. 
tation. As mentioned before W (r, R) is no longer 

diagonal and its diagonal terms may cross each other*, 
It is important to note that (up to initial condi- 

tions) A(r, R) is entirely determined by eq. (161, al- 
though it was originally defined by eq. (I 1). Eq. (I 1) 
and eq. (Iii) will yield identicJ results when large sets 

0~.electronic w~ve~nctions are chosen. However, for 
a limited set of say, two or three electronic functions. 
the two definitions are expected to yield different re- 
sults. 

Here we have described one way of deriving the 
diabatic equations. For the sake of completeness, we 
would like to comment on the diabatic representation 
from another point of view, one which follows 
Zener’s approach [S, 91. Instead of using the adiabatic 
electronic wavefunctions c, we apply only the diabatic 
electronic wavefunctions. Going through a similar 

* Re&tIy, Gabriel uld Taulbjeq [7] have questioned ffie 
usefulness of the inethod of Smith that we extended he= 
to the atom-molecule use. Since we ace now in the process 
of applm this method to reactive systems we intend to 
devote pxt of P numerical study Co CEs problem. 
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algebra as before (but this time the 3orn-~~e~eirner 
approximation, which we ignored in our derivation, is 
automatically ftiffled), we again encounter eq. (22), 
but now the matrix elements of W are given in the 
form 

!Vjt = ~#jl~~~l~~~. 124) 

For a finite electronic basis set the two expressions 
will be the same if and only iF *de transformation ma- 
trix A is derived from eq. (11). However, if A is calcu- 

lated from eq. (161, the two expressions are expected 
to be different. 

3. Derivation of the: A(f, R) matrix in case of two 
surfaces 

In the previous section we obta~ed the differenti~ 
equation for the transformation matrix A(r, R). in 

the present section we shall derive the solution of that 
equation for the case of two surfaces. A discussion on 
the general case will be given elsewhere. 

In appendi;; II we show that A@, R) is orthogonal 
~depend~nt of its dimension~i~y (the proof is based 
only on the fact that T(*)(r, R) is antisymmetric). 
Therefore for the case of N= 2 one may write A@, R) 

as 

cos 7 sin 7 

A@, J?) = 1 

i 

1 (25) 
-sin r cos 7 

where y = ~(r, R). In case of N = 2, T#) and T!‘) have 
the form 

(one can immediately show that in this case Tg) and 
-#41) 

I commute) and consequently eq. (17) reduces to 

ar,far= a+a~. (17’) 

ThUS eq. (17’) is a necessary condition of having a so- 

lution in the two surfaces case. Substituting of eq. (25) 
in eq. (16) leads to 

a7laR = ~~wq, item= T~(T~R). (27) 

The solution of these equations can be written in vari- 
OUS forms which sre all identical due to eq. (17’). We 

shall give two of them. The first is symmetricai with 

reSpeClt to the hvo coordinates r and R and with re- 

spect to the two functions T~(F, R) and iR (r. R), 

namely 

drik (28) 

The second form is simpler and is in our opinion the 
most convenierit one for numerical applications 

r(r.R)=j,~JcR)dlf s" ~~(r~,R)dl?. (28’) 

‘0 R0 

It might be of some interest to compare this out- 
come with the result obtained in case of one nuclear 

coordinate x [3, lo]. There the angle 3;: takes the 
form 

where 

then 7 will equ4 7r + rR only in case rF(r, R) and 
rR (r,@ are constants independent of r and R [see eq. 

(2!3)]. If this is the case then A@, R) can be represented 
as two consecutive transformations 

A=A,.*AR) 

where 

(332) 

sin yR 

AR = (33) 

cos 7-R 

and 
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Apart from its purely theoretical interest, the pre- 
vious discussion has some important implications for 
the performing of numerical calculations. In general, 

one could treat the atom-molecule interaction in 
either its-adiabatic or diabatic scheme. The two 

schemes will yield iden tical results if a large number 
of electronic wavefunctions is included. ffowever, in 
practice it is expected that only a small number of 
these will be used and in tiat cask the results from the 
two schemes will in general be different. If this is the 
case, then it is most likelIz that the adiabatic results 
will be closer to the exact ones. The adiabatic equa- 
tions one has to solve are those given in eq. (9). How- 
ever, we have shown that eq. (22) contains the same 
amount of information and consequently one may use 
those given in eq. (22) as well. Which system of equa- 

tiom is preferable? We sugest using eq. (22). If eq. 
(9) is employed, like in the first few treatments [I, 21, 
three hypermatrices *, U, T(l) and Tc2), have to be 
calculated, and then integrations have to be performed 

on a set of second order differential equations con- 
taining the first derivatives also. The appearance of the 
first derivative might, in certain cases, introduce com- 
p!ications because many,computer programs are based 

on integration methods in which the first detivative 
does not appear [ 111, If eq. (22) is used, however, 
these difficulties can easily be avoided. To do that, 
one should compute T(l)&, R), and A@, R) and then 

forin the matrh Vrr(i, R). Nl tiiuee matrices ai-e derived 
before using the close coupling expansion in terms of 
one of the nuclear distances, and therefore, they are 
of small dimensions (e.g., in the case of two surfaces 
their d~~nsion~it~ is 2 X 2). After this is done the 
usual procedure is carried out, namely, expanding the 
total nuclear wavefunctions in termsof the respective 
vibrational eigenfunctions and integrating the transla- 

* By hypa-matilrs rve maan: matrices of dimendondity 

{Ma 3 N.) whereN is the number of electroriic wavefunc- 
tions (or surfaces) and n is %e ntimber if noclzv vibration- 
ai vJavefunctioos norm2By encoufiter& in cIos& cou$ing 
expansioss 

-116,. .. ,. ,’ 
. . 

fiomi part. 

To summarize this point, we wou!d like to refer to 
the last two sentences of the fint paragraph in section 
i. What we are suggestikg here is that one should 

transform from the adiabatic representation (in which 
the electronic ~nfo~a~on is usually given) to the 
diabatic representation, and solve the nuclear part of 
the problem there. 
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appendix 1: The necessary and sufficient conditions 
for having a solution io eq. (16) 

Eq. (16) is of the form 

VA+ T(l)A = 0, 

or if written more explicitly 

a~(aR + T$)A = 0 , 

aAfar + T(l)A =.O r I 

where 

(1.1) 

0 -2) 

(1.3) 

(Trl’“)ii = crilaqj/aR > (1.4) 

(T(l))- = <<jii3<jar> r ZJ J ’ (1.5) 

Differentiating eq. (1.2) with respect to r and eq. Il.3) 
with respect to R and subtracting the results, we get 
a necessary condition to enab!e finding a solution to 

eq. (1.t) 

aQ$ar - ar(W3 = [a$',~(~)] . r I 0 -6) 

Consequently we have to prove that TR and rr really 
fuifd this condition. 

,From eq. (1’.4) we get 



a(T~‘?)ii/aR = (~T,laRlalj;/ar)c(S,la2SilaraR) _ (1-e) 

Therefore 

a <T#‘>ii a(T,“‘$ 

ar - aR 
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where A(r,-,, Ro) = 1. 
We shah first describe’&5 way this equation can 

be solved and then refer to thz conditions for 
a solution. As a first step we derive A(rg,Rf. 7fh.s 
from (1.15) we get: 

Let us now consider the matrix element of the pro- 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1. .13) 

The expression on the ri&t hand side of eq. (1.13) is 
identica! to the expression on the right hand side! of 
eq. (1. .9) and consequently 

which proves our statement. The fact that the relation 
(1.6) is fulfdied enables us to replace the differential 
equation (1.1) by 2~ integral equation. One way of 
writing this is 

(1 .15) 

Once A(rO,R) is obtained we calculate A(r, R) from 
the equation: 

A(r,R)= A(r,,R)+ j +)(r,R)A(r,R)dr. (1.17) 
r 

Eqs. (1.16) and (1.1’7) are two ordinary integral equa- 
tions and consequently the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for being able to solve them can be found 
in any book on ordinary differential equations [ 121. 

The matrix A is a solution of the equation 

VA + T(l)A = () _ fl2.1) 

Taking the transpose we get 

VA*-_A*T(~) = 0, (2.2) 

since T(l) is antisymmetric. 
h$ultiplying eq. (2.1) from the left by A” and 

eq. (2.2) from the rigtrt by.4 and adding the results, 
we get 

wv~i- (VA*)A =o, 

Or 

V(A*A)=o. ‘(2.3) 

From this we get that 

A”A= C, (2.4) 

where C is a constant matriv independent of I- and R. 
There can always be found a point (ro,Ro) such that 
A@Q,&-,) = I and consequently: 

C=,l.’ (2.5) 

which means that A* consistently equals A-l. 
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